
TRAVEL WEBSITE DESIGN

From hotels to travel blogs to gorgeous destinations, these websites are designed to make you want to book your trip.
All travel & tourism websites should strive for this level of quality. We've also selected some of our favorite travel / hotel /
directory WordPress themes featured.

According to the official website ,the community platform offers millions of unique lodging listings in 65,
cities in countries. Also, I found a lot of inspiration for my design work. Travel content sites and portals Some
of the travel content sites are using mixed models with booking and search services, but most of them are
providing the traveler with full information about countries, sharing inspirational ideas about traveling and
possible ways to spend holidays. And beyond that, this setup also forces the site to group menu options using
just four categories. You can tell that this site was made out of a passion for traveling. Zozi is a leader in its
category and niche, so leadership is really deserved by thoughtful UX design and attractive visual UI. The site
features a series of high-quality images on its homepage that highlight the various activities available to
visitors within the city. And for users who want a simple way to plan a trip, this is perfect. Graphics, smart
category grouping, and smaller menus can all help with this. Our wide experience lets us deliver high-quality
results mixed with the most creative and innovative solutions. The design style is a bit outdated, but it still
works well on the audience. Content and services 2. Of course, the site looks nice. But all of this information
is neatly organized into tabs, instead of cluttering up the homepage. The CTA is also well placed and visible.
To make this comparison clearer, we will compare websites from the same categories or site types. In
addition, each item has comment area to improve the authenticity of the entire site. Visual UI design The color
scheme is well-balanced, the accents on the pages are adventure photos. These images are related and
changing according to search requests. Taking into account a lack of real user data statistics, we will compare
sites only by those characteristics in which we can identify visually, like attractive visual UI, useful
information structure, etc. More travel website examples:. The Yacht Week If you are tired of forest and land
adventure, this site can provide you with the best yacht adventure. This is the official travel website of
Finland, provideing all travel information about Finland. And in many ways, it is. The rest of the UI exists like
the frame for the photo, which helps to draw attention to the beautiful design hotels. To accomplish this goal,
they feature stunning images of coastlines, beaches, pools, and luxury villas. Wake up every day with a new
journey, new islands, waiting for you to explore. At first glance, this may look like a fairly standard tourism
site. Although the navigation bar is not on the top but placed in the right location which you can see it
obviously, also, you can click the navigation bar to see more information you want to know. Afterwords We
hope our analysis will be useful for travel industry representatives. Use your bravest ideas and give them to
professionals. Want to see the Wild Nature? Our travel website design implements Google Analytics on your
site, and we teach you how to track where visitors on your site our coming from, what they look at, and where
they go afterward. Zozi User Experience Everything just perfect! Content and services Aviasales is just a
flight search and compares service, so the range of services is limited and concentrated around this one core
function. The site also provides specific booking tutorial.


